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Abstract
Following the Cerro Grande Fire in 2000, stakeholders in the immediate vicinity
became concerned with the hydrological ramifications from the change in the hydrologic
system. Flooding is more prevalent after a high temperature forest fire burns through an
area, due to the creation of hydrophobic soil conditions and loss of vegetative cover. The
Cerro Grande Fire started as a controlled burn on Cerro Grande Mountain inside
Bandelier National Park on May 4, 2000. This fire burned over 45,000 acres. Much of
the affected land sits on the edges of the Jemez Mountains, which drain into and through
the Pajarito Plateau. With all the changes in the hydrologic system, a full-blown reevaluation of the floodplain derived from the 100-yr 6-hr design storm was needed. The
hydrologic modeling for the floodplain analysis was done using GHEC-l, Haestad's
graphical version of the United States Army Corp. of Engineers (US ACE) HEC-l. The
hydraulic floodplain modeling was done using the Hydraulic Engineering Center's River
Analysis System (HEC-RAS) linked with ArcView 3.2a. While assessing the revised
model, the question of how differing data resolutions and cross sectional spacing would
affect the fmal floodplain outcome was raised. It was thought that the modeling accuracy
should increase with higher resolution data and more closely spaced cross sections.
HEC-GeoRAS allowed us to retrieve elevational cross section data at a very high
resolution without incurring exorbitant land surveying costs. After looking at four
different data sets, there were slightly noticeable differences in the floodplain produced
from linked GIS-HEC calculations. The differences were noticed through both visual
inspections as well as by looking at average topwidths. In general, with increased
resolution data the floodplain tended to be smaller from bank to bank. As for the cross
sectional spacing differences, the closer the cross sections were spaced the more
continuous the floodplain became.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Project Reasoning
The Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has been in operation in northern
New Mexico since its inception during World War II as the Manhattan Project. The
University of California currently operates LANL for the Department of Energy (DOE).
The main missions tasked to this facility include ensuring the safety and reliability of the

u.s. nuclear weapons stockpile, developing technical means for reducing the global
threat of weapons of mass destruction or terrorism, and solving national problems in
energy, environment, and infrastructure. As members of the Environmental Safety and
Health organization within LANL, we have been tasked with the mission of solving
environmental problems, and in particular problems related to the effects of the Cerro
Grande fIre and how they affect LANL environmental permitting.
In May 2000, the Cerro Grande fIre burned over 45,000 acres ofland in the Jemez
Mountains and out onto the Pajarito Plateau (Figure 1). Approximately 17% of the
burned area is located within LANL, and the remainder is located in upstream or adjacent
watersheds (McLin et. aI., 2002). The fire caused changes in almost all the hydrologic
systems draining the eastern Jemez Mountains. These hydrologic changes were caused
by lessened canopy interception creating increased rainfall available for runoff, by
consuming ground cover, litter, duff, and debris normally used for interception and
storage, and the creation of hydrophobic soil structure (Moody & Martin, 2001). The
hydrology, geomorphology, ecology, and appearance ofthe burn area have been affected
for many years to come.

Figure 1. Los Alamo County area map with Cerro Grande fire outline.
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One of the first things forest managers think about after a large forest fIre is
flooding. The magnitude oflarge storm runoff has been shown to increase dramatically
following wildfires in this region. Flows following the La Mesa Fire, which burned in
similar terrain in 1977, were shown to increase to about 160 times the previously
recorded maximum (Veenhuis, 2001). When the fIre is raging, it bums with intense heat,
burning all of the forest floor debris, which in the case of the Cerro Grande fIre included
a large number of pine needles and pinecones. This debris contains waxy resins that can
volatilize with the right temperatures. Once volatilized the resin is driven into the ground
with a temperature gradient and condenses up to 10 centimeters into the soil surface,
creating an impermeable layer. During the Yellowstone fIres of 1988, United States
Forest Service (USFS) hydrologists found the hydrophobic soil conditions to exist from
2.5-10 cm below ground surface in the Jones Creek watershed (Troendle & Bevenger,
1996). The fire thus creates a vegetative less, impermeable ground surface that can
drastically affect runoff for numerous years after the fIre. The fIre reduces the infIltration
to near zero in the areas that were severely burned, causing increased peak flows as well
as more frequent flows for lesser return period storms. The hydrophobic ground layer is
in addition to the three previously mentioned post-fIre hydrologic changes. The peak
flow rates during a 100-yr 6-hr storm in the burned watersheds have changed anywhere
from 2 to 13 times the pre-fIfe flow rates, depending on where on the plateau the
measurements are taken (McLin et. aI., 2001). This substantial order of magnitude
difference was seen during smaller storm events in the summers of2000 and 2001
(Figure 2). The change in flood magnitude was the main impetus behind redefIning flood
inundation maps for the areas downstream following the Cerro Grande Fire.
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Figure 2. Runoff in Pueblo Canyon during an approximate 2-yr storm July, 200 I.

Pre-Cerro Grande Fire floodplains at LANL were mapped in 1990-1 99 1 using
early models as part of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act / Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (RCRAlHSWA) pennitting process (McLin et. aI., 2002). The
process, as done in 1991, used topographic data from A UTOGIS Mapping Overlay and
Statistical System (AUTOGIS-MOSS). This was a precursor to the current GeoRAS
Arcview 3.2a floodplain mapping extension designed by the US Army Corp of Engineers
(USACE) and Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). The M OSS system
worked in a very similar fas hion to the urrent ESRI extension by allowing the user to
specify a targeted stream channel segment. Two dimensional cross sections were then
overlain on top of the steam segment at a user defined interval and used to extract three
dimensional topographic cross sectional data . The three dimensional cross sectional data
were then exported into the USACE Water-Surface Profiles (HEC-2) as input data
(McLin, 1992).
During the summer of 2000, all involved agencies agreed to the need for an
update to the 1990-1991 floodplain model, due to the drastic changes in the overall
system. An updated floodplain model for some of the canyons downstream of the high
intensity bum areas and areas that had critical facilities was needed in a relativel y short
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time. The armual summer monsoon season was coming and the different agencies needed
to know where best to put their resources, for the protection of infrastructure. A revised
linked modeling process that tied geographic information to a hydraulic model was
investigated and eventually decided upon. HEC-GeoRAS was the ArcView 3.2a
extension used to link the geographic information system (GIS) with the Hydrologic
Engineering Center's River Analysis System (HEC-RAS, 2001). The speed, cost, and
relative ease of modeling by integrating a GIS with HEC-RAS was the reason HECGeoRAS was chosen. This integration process works by allowing the GIS platform to
work for the user by taking Digitial Elevation Models (DEMs) and extracting elevational
data from the DEM for import into the HEC-RAS program at predefined cross-sections.
After the hydraulic model is run, the extension then allows the user to import the water
surface data back into the GIS format for map processing. A revised HEC-l hydrological
modeling system called GHEC-l was used to produce the needed flow rates for the river
analysis system (GHEC-l, 1997). This modeling software is the USACE's HEC-l
software put into a GUI by Haestad Methods Inc.

1.2 Geographic Setting
The majority of the Cerro Grande Fire burned in Los Alamos County, located on
the eastern flank of the Jemez Mountains in Northern New Mexico. Los Alamos County
is located approximately 60 miles NNE of Albuquerque and 25 miles NW of Santa Fe
(Figure 1). Most of the canyons affected by the Cerro Grande ftre flow in an easterly
direction towards the Rio Grande. The channels are ephemeral streams that flow
primarily during summer monsoon rains and sometimes during snow melts in the spring.
All of the canyons discharge into the Rio Grande in White Rock Canyon. The drainages
start high in the Jemez Mountains at an elevation of close to 10,400 ft and fall 4,600 ft to
the Rio Grande at an elevation of 5,800 ft. The channels draining these watersheds start
with relatively steep slopes and become more gradual the farther east they go, until they
drop into White Rock Canyon. Both the channel and contributing canyon wall slopes are
very diverse in this area. The upper parts of the watersheds coming off of the Jemez
Mountains contain channel steps and pools with slopes changing rapidly. The
contributing canyon walls in these upper reaches can approach a grade of 50% in many
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areas, creating a very rapid hydraulic response time. As the channels pass across the
Pajarito Plateau and down towards the Rio Grande, the channel slope backs off to a more
reasonable 2-4% average slope with the step pool character gradually fading away to a
more linearly varying channel slope. The canyon walls tend to become steeper with
vertical walls appearing towards the termination point ofthe stream channel.

1.3 Climate
"In general terms, Los Alamos has a temperate mountain climate with four
distinct seasons. Spring tends to be windy and dry. Summer begins with warm, often dry,
conditions in June, followed by a 2-month rainy season. In the autumn there is a return
to drier, cooler, and calmer weather. And in winter, mid-latitude storms drop far enough
south to keep the ground covered with snow for about two months. "(Bowen, 1991)
Temperatures in Los Alamos and on the Pajarito Plateau tend to be cool for locations as
far south as Los Alamos. This is due to the average elevation of 7,400 ft. During winter
months the temperatures range from 15- 25° F for the nighttime and 30 - 50° F in the
daytime. During the summer months, temperatures range from the 500s F at night to
between 70° F and 80° F in the daytime. Averages were calculated for a meteorological
site, TA-59, located at an approximate elevation of 7,400 ft on the Pajarito Plateau
(Figure 1).
Northern New Mexico receives most of its moisture from two sources, the Gulf of
Mexico and the Pacific Ocean. Much ofthe summer monsoon rains are from Gulf of
Mexico moisture which generally contains more moisture than storms derived from the
Pacific Ocean, since there is less topography than between Northern New Mexico and the
Pacific Ocean. During the winter months, oftentimes our storms come out of the Pacific
Ocean and usually clip the northern half of New Mexico. In the springtime many' of
these Pacific storms bring wind as they sweep to the north of New Mexico (Bowen,
1991). This weather pattern is what creates the normal southwestern wildfire season.
During the spring of2000, this weather pattern helped the Cerro Grande fire grow larger
and burn through acreage quickly by producing strong SW winds.
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Chapter 2 Basin Hydrology
2.1 Precipitation
Precipitation averages 18.73 inches per year over the 29 years (1961-1990) of
data gathering, with data taken every fifteen minutes since 1964 (Figure 3). A portion of
the 18.73 inches of water is derived from the 59.7 inches of snow per year that falls on a
yearly average (Bowen, 1991). Most of the monsoonal rainstorms result from prefrontal
squall lines moving south to north in the summer in a rapid succession (Bowen, 1991).
The storms tend to be very dependent on elevation and location on the Plateau (Figure 4).
Ifthe storm were to go on for longer than the usual 0.5 to I hour, the intensity of rainfall
would probably decrease from the start. The regulatory-stipulated 100-yr 6-hour design
model storm has never been recorded in Los Alamos, but has been recorded in the nearby
foothills of the Sangre De Cristo Mountains, with close to 3.5" in the 6-hour storm
duration (EarthInfo Inc., 20ot). Most ofthe long duration steady intensity storms tend to
happen in the fall, and are related to the remnants of tropical storms coming from the
Baja of Mexico. The Canon de Valle drainage contains spatially varied rainfall and most
of the intense rainfall happens in small cells not covering the entire drainage at once.
Rainfall for the design 100-yr 6-hr storm event varies from 2.53 inches in the lower parts
of the canyon (7300 ft) to 3.88 in the upper parts (8680 ft) (McLin et. aI., 2002). The
distribution of the 100-yr 6-hr storm will be detailed in the next section of this chapter.
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Figure 3: Average precipitation for the Los Alamos area (Jan. 1961-Jan. 1990).
Average Precipitation (Pajarito Plateau)
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Figure 4: View of spatially varied rainfall common in New Mexico Mountains (Picture
from NMT Hydrology Web Page).

2.3 Basin Delineation
The basin defining process starts by mosaicking the DEM tiles of interest together
within ArcInfo, making sure to cover the entire basin of interest. Next the mosai ked
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OEM is filled to rid the raw OEM of digital pits that are an artifact of the data collection
and manipulation process. The filling algorithm works by starting at the top of the
watershed and stepping down cell by cell and looking at the eight cells surrounding the
cell of interest to make sure there is one cell in those eight that is lower in elevation. If
none ofthe surrounding cells are lower than the cell being looked at, the filling process
will digitally raise that cell to the level of the lowest ofthe eight surrounding cells. After
the grid has been filled a flow direction grid is created. This grid locates the flow
direction by placing a number in the cell of interest based on the eight different grid flow
options (Figure 5). The next step is the flow accumulation grid creation, which adds up
the number of cells contributing to any cell of interest. This can be thought of as a way
of getting contributing area to a given stream reach. From the flow accumulation grid
one can defme a given stream network for the filled mosaicked grid created in the
beginning. The user must defme the minimum number of cells needed to warrant a
stream channel. This value should be related to the relative rain storm cell size for a
given design storm. If this value is set too low then every little rill is considered a stream
channel. The stream delineation was done using the CONO function within the GRID
portion of ArcInfo. The stream channel grid was then converted to a coverage using the
STREAMLINEO function. Using ArcEdit and the WATERSHEDO function the watershed

was defmed by snapping a point at the Canon de Valle / Water Canyon confluence and
telling the program to define the watershed above this point. The watershed grid created
through this step is then converted to a polygon through the GRI DPOLY() function and
used to clip the non-filled mosaicked grid for extraction to the GeoHMS program.
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Figure 5: Grid view of pour point directions (ESRI ArcInfo Help, 2001).
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The GeoHMS extension within ArcView 3.2a is much like the GeoRAS extension
that this project was undertaken to look at, but exports data to the hydrologic model
instead of the hydraulic model. The difference is that the GeoHMS extension is a linked
process to bring GIS data to the hydrologic modeling program. Nonnally the processes
talked about in the previous chapter would be completed within the GeoHMS extension
without use of ArcInfo. In our case the software working on my local desktop was
overwhelmed with the high resolution data during the filling and flow accumulation steps
with the large mosaicked grid files, so a SUN UNIX machine was utilized to define the
large watershed and then the data was trimmed to just include the necessary data. Within
the GeoHMS extension the same processes described in the previous chapter are followed
on the Canon de VaUe trimmed OEM and then the larger basin is divided into smaller
sub-basins based on where tributaries joined the main channel as well as user defined
sub-basins such as at gauging stations.

2.2 Design Storm
The first step in the rainfall-runoff model is to decide upon the return period and
shape ofthe rainfall event requiring runoff modeling. Since the LANL facility is a
RCRA site, the site must be modeled for a IOO-yr return period storm [40 CFR
270.14(b)(lI)(iii)]. In addition the US ACE recommends that a 6-hr storm event should
be the basis for the 100-yr storm simulation for Northern New Mexico (B. Beach,
USACE Albuquerque District Office, personal communication, 2002).
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From the IS-minute historical rainfall data recorded since 1964, intensityduration-frequency (IDF) relationships have been developed (Figure 6) (McLin, 1992,
2002). From these IDF curves, 6-hour design storms have been created for 2, 5, 10, 25,
50, 100, and SOO-year events, of which the 100-year event was used for modeling
purposes. The rainfall was distributed across the six-hour time interval using the blockcentered method for creating the hyetograph (Chow et aI., 1988). This method centers
the excess rainfall associated with the highest intensity after the first fifteen minutes at
the third hour for a 6-hour duration. The method then steps down the IDF curve fifteen
minutes and uses the excess rainfall associated with the next highest intensity and places
the data symmetrically alternating placement as the user steps down the curve on either
side of the peak.
There are many different theoretical storm distributions available for Midwestern
and eastern watersheds. It was felt that none of these stOIDl distributions would reflect
the hydrologic conditions in Los Alamos (McLin, 1992). Since many ofthe stOIDlS on
the Pajarito Plateau are summer thunderstorms resulting from intense prefrontal squall
lines, one may ask why the rainfall distribution is not more heavily weighted in the
beginning of the stOIDl. The reason for not using this distribution stems from the fact that
the design storm is not a summer monsoon storm, and is instead a tropical storm from
Baja, Mexico, that is deteriorating over New Mexico. These storms can show a much
different rainfall distribution. In addition, the centering of the highest intensity rains in
the center of the storm produces a larger hydro graph peak for the model and thus is more
conservative for permitting purposes. The I OO-year return period required by RCRA is
not a storm that modelers, let alone the public, can usually personally relate to. Often
times the storms have a different duration and rainfall intensity than the design storm,
which creates more uncertainty in the process and reinforces the need for good sound
hydrological engineering judgment.
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Figure 6: IDF curve (McLin, 2002) derived from 15 min rainfall data (Bowen, 1990,
1996).
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2.4 Hydrologic Model
The hydrologic modeling program chosen to produce flow rates for entry into the
river analysis systems software was GHEC-I. The model is considered a standard model
for floodplain modeling by most regulatory agencies throughout the United States. The
hydrologic model can be broken down into essentially three different building blocks: a
sub-basin runoff component, a routing component, and a hydrograph-combining
component (Hoggan, 1996). All three components of this model were used to produce
peak hydrograph flow rates for the previously described design storm. This section will
explain the sub-basin runoff, routing of the given flow, and the combining of the given
peak hydrograph flow rates of the model.
The first step in the rainfall-runoff model is to define the basin of interest and the
sub-basins that make up the watershed, as explained in the previous section. Many
differing factors can be taken into account when defining sub-basins including, areas of
interest, storm cell area extent, infrastructure, contaminant locations, gauges, among
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other natural barriers such as stream confluences (Hoggan. 1996). Once these basins are
defm~

the user is ready for the hydrologic modeling process.

The SCS unit hydro graph CUH) and the SCS CN were utilized for our modeling
process. The SCS UH was chosen for the hydro graph shape characterizing the
relationship between rainfall-runoff and flood peak discharges using a lag time. HEC-l
can utilize five different UH, including a user specified, kinematic wave, Clark, Snyder,
or the SCS UH. The SCS UH was chosen because the watershed basins within the
LANL facility are ungaged, and the hydro graph produced a relatively conservative design
(McLin, 1992).
The SCS CN approach was chosen for modeling infiltration over the four other
options within the model, due to the ease of updating as forest recovery in the post-fire
setting occurs. The equations for lag time for the SCS UH and CN rainfall-runoff method
are given by (Viessman et aI., 1989):

Equation #1

Qp

= (484A)/tp

Equation #2 tp = DI2+L
Equation #3 L = [10.8(S+ 1)0.7]/1900yO·s
Equation #4 S = (lOOO/CN)-lO

Where
Qp =

the peak discharge (cfs),

A = area of drainage (me),
484 = peak attenuation factor, K,
tp = time to peak (hrs),
0= the duration of the rainfall excess (hrs),

L = the lag time (hrs) (time between the centroid of the rainfall excess and
the peak of the unit hydrograph),
1= length to divide (ft)
Y = average watershed slope in percent
S = the potential maximum retention (in)
eN = curve number
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With the rainfall information from the design storm and the UH parameters, it is now
possible to create a hydro graph for the design storm in each ofthe individual basins.
The original pre-fire 1991 CN's were calibrated through an iteration process that
assumed for a 2-yr return period storm there would just start to be water in the channel
bottoms. All model variables were held constant while allowing the program to converge
on the correct eN. These eN's were then used in the larger return period storms. The
lag time was then calculated using the eN, length to the divide, and average slope. The
assumption of pre- fire 2-yr return period storms being the beginning of flow in the
channels was based on personal experience (McLin et. aI., 2002).
After the fIre, the ephemeral streams draining the plateau overtopped the channel
banks with a 2-year return period rainstorm. The post-fIre eN's were estimated by
weighting the pre-fIre quasi-model calibrated eN's, based on the percent burned and
intensities (McLin et. aI., 2002). The Bum Area Emergency Rehabilitation Team
(BAER) team gave recommended values to use for weighting based on the mapped burn
intensity. The suggested values were 65 for a Low Intensity burn, 85 for a Moderate
Intensity Bum, and 90 for a High Intensity Burn. ESH-18 further modifIed the curve
numbers in order to catch a range of possible values within anyone given burn severity.
So the Low Intensity fIre had a minimum of75, an expected value of80 and a maximum
value of85. The Moderate Intensity fIre had a minimum of80, an expected value of85,
and a maximum value of90. Finally the High Intensity fIre had a minimum value of85,
an expected value of90, and a maximum value of95. The expected values were used in
the fIrst model run (Table 1).

Table 1: Summary ofpre-frre and post-fIre burn areas weighted curve numbers.
BURNED AREAS AND BURN INTENSIT v
--~

-~~-

Basin

VAR. IN WEIGHTED AVE CN VALUES

Fire Intensity
Total Sq. Mi Low Mod. High Unburned

c--Basin

Ori2inal CN

Fire Intensity CI'
Low
Moderate
OCN

75
80
85
OCN-4

80
85
90
OCN

85
90
95
OCN+

65
85
90
OCN

53
63
64

76
75
75

81
80
80

85
85
85

70
66
66

High
Calion de Vall
VAL-I
VAL-2
VAL-3
TOTALS:

2.35
0.82
l.I5
4.32

1.69
0.79
l.Il
3.59

0.10 0.42
0.03
0.05
0.18 0.42

Unburned
Calion de Valle
VAL-I
0.13
VAL-2
0.00
-0:00'
VAL-3
0.13
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Wei2bted Ave CN Valul isBAER
Min E~cte( Max
FS

After hydro graphs are created for each of the sub-basins, the model then routes
the flood from one sub-basin to the next. This is required to transfer a hydro graph from
one sub-basin to another. The Muskingum method was the chosen routing method, due
to the fact that channel losses and flood-wave attenuation in individual watersheds has
not been fully characterized (McLin et aI., 2002). The method is based on wave diffusion
theory (Wanielista et al., 1997). This theory uses a looped storage-outflow relationship to
compute the total storage in the routing reach. The equation for the Muskingum method
is given by (Wanielista et aI., 1997):

Equation #5 S

=

K [XI + (I-X) 0]

Where
S = total storage in routing reach,
o = rate of outflow from routing reach,
I = rate of inflow to routing reach,
K = travel time through routing reach,
X = dimensionless constant, ranging from 0 to 0.5,
Since the variable K is defined as travel time, a value for velocity was calculated
from Manning's Equation (Equation 6), and then the velocity along with channel length
was used to determine the K value. After K had been estimated X values could be
obtained through a trial-and-error process. The X value was generally around 0.2.

Equation ~ V

=

kin (~2/3S 01/2)

Where
V = velocity (ft/s),
k = conversion constant and is 1.49 for British units,
n = Mannings' n value,
~ = hydraulic radius,
So = channel slope (ft/ft)
At road crossings and at flood retention structures the water also needed to be
routed, but the Muskingum method approach does not work for these scenarios. Instead a
reservoir routing approach was used. This approach uses a pond and outlet description
within GHEC-l to defme the ponding capabilities behind the culvert and the spillway
dimensions ifthe structure is overtopped. This routing method is what causes our flow
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rates to drop dramatically, and yields ponding above the culvert at NM 501 (Appendix

B).
Once the hydro graphs are routed and reach a confluence of two sub-basins, they
must be added together to create a composite hydro graph. This process works on simple
addition and is completed within GHEC-l using the node function. From this
hydro graph the user can then use the peak flow rate to produce a maximum flood
inundation map within HEC-RAS.
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Chapter 3 Data Description
The data used in this report were collected using three separate techniques during
three differing time periods. For the purposes of comparing differing DEM resolution,
four different DEM data sets were chosen for the investigation. Two of the four sets
were derived from Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR), which is a form of laser
altimetry. This set of data produced a 1 ft bare-earth DEM and a 33 ft bare-earth DEM.
The next DEM used was a 4 ft resolution and was derived from a 1991 orthophoto
flyover. The final DEM studied is publicly available through the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), and is a 33 ft (lOrn) DEM (Figure 7). This DEM was
produced from 7.5 minute topographic maps using topographic lines.

Figure 7: Differing DEM datasets used in floodplain comparison.
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3.1 1 ft bare-earth LlOAR OEM
LIDAR is also known under a number of different names including Airborne
Laser Swath Mapping (ALSM), Laser Detection And Ranging (LADAR), and Airborne
Laser Terrain Mapping (ALTM). All these names are the same basic technology. This
technology works by flying an airplane equipped with a Global Positioning Satellite
System (GPS) and laser system over the desired mapping area. This plane uses laser
altimetry, an airborne laser and detection system to measure the travel time of light from
the laser to go to the ground and back (Carey & Cole, 2002). With an exact current GPS
reading on the actual plane the data can be put together and processed to give the user an
end product that has x,y,and z coordinates for every point the laser hit and returned a
signal on. This raw coordinate data are then post-processed to remove early (fIrst)
returns that are canopy structures such as trees, buildings, birds, etc. The raw LIDAR
data was collected in the fIrst few months following the Cerro Grande Fire.
The post-processing step was accomplished through the use of a filtering system
performed by Applied Geomatics International of Houston, Texas (AGI) using TerraScan
and TerraModeler software (available through Airbornel). This filtering process worked
on the assumption that two adjacent points could not have an angle greater than an angle
between the ground and a tree causing the tree to be edited out. This procedure works for
most areas near the stream channel, but can often cause problems in steep canyon areas as
are often found on the Pajarito Plateau. After the data were filtered, the DEMs were then
generated by triangulating the elevational data and resampling to a regular grid using
TerraModeler software (Carey & Cole, 2002). All ofthe DEMs were then put into tiles
covering 3000 ft easting by 2000 ft northing, and projected into Central New Mexico
State Plane survey feet using the NAD-83 horizontal datum and the NGVD-29 vertical
datum.

3.2 4 ft bare-earth Orthophoto OEM
The 4 ft DEM used in this study was derived from an orthophotography flyover
done by Photosciences, Inc. in 1991. LANL contracted Merrick and Company to
produce a set of orthophotograpic tiles within the LANL boundary to help fIll in gaps in
the existing 2 ft contour data Merrick and Company used the photogrametric data along
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with stereo technology to produce a 2 ft contour map of the area. The photogrametric
data was also desired for a baseline to assess the quality ofthe digital GIS data at the time
and to provide photographic coverage, which could assist in fieldwork (Carey & Cole,
2002). The coordinate system used for this data was Central New Mexico State Plane
survey feet with NAD-83 for the horizontal datum and NGVD-29 for the vertical datum.
For continuity's sake, all of the surface data used in this project were in this coordinate
system. There were some inconsistencies in image quality, due to the fact that some
adjacent ortho tiles were sometimes flown on different days at different times. The
contour tiles were then used along with an algorithm written by Greg Cole, to sample the
map at consistent 4 ft. intervals to produce a 4 ft resolution DEM ofthe sampled area (G.
Cole, LANL EES-6, personal communications, 2002).

3.3 33 ft bare-earth USGS OEM
The 33 ft (lOrn) USGS data used in this project are publicly available and can be
downloaded from the geo community web page at
(http://data.geocomm.comldemldemdownload.html). These data were derived from 7.5
minute USGS maps by interpolating from vectors or digital line graphs (DLG). The idea
for this report was to use a data set that is easily obtained to compare to the relatively
high resolution LANL data sets. This is why these 33 ft USGS DEM tiles were chosen.
The data is communicated through a Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) DEM format
used mainly by the USGS. This fonnat must be converted to a standard ESRI DEM
format for manipulation. The conversion was done using ArcToolbox within ArcView
8.1. Since these SDTS DEMs were produced prior to January 1, 2001, horizontal errors
of up to 30-meters may exist. These errors would create problems for the user when tileto-tile accuracy is critical (http://data.geocomm.comJreadme/usgs/dem.html). These
errors were not present in the study area, but have been noticed in adjacent areas. The
data were transformed from UTM NAD 83 to the standard LANL projection of Central
New Mexico State Plane survey feet with NAD-83 for the horizontal datum and NGVD29 for the vertical datum.
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3.4 33 ft bare-earth Re-sampled 1 ft LlOAR OEM
Since all three different data sets were collected during three different time periods
using different methodologies, there was concern that they could not be compared fairly.
With this concern in mind, a comparison of two differing resolutions from the exact same
data set was derived. Since it is thought that the 1 ft LIDAR is the most up to date and
accurate data, it was decided to resample this data set down to the USGS resolution for
comparison purposes. The res amp ling process was done within ArcInfo using the
RESAMPLEO Grid function to resample the 1 ft LIDAR data down to a 33 ft resolution.

The resampled data were in the same coordinate system as the LIDAR data, since they
were just res amp led at a lower resolution.
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Chapter 4 Processing of Floodplain Data
4.1 Pre-Processing
The pre-processing portion of the floodplain delineation process gathers all ofthe
geographic infonnation used to model the floodplain extents in the HEC-RAS software.
The first step is to devise a sound understanding of a naming scheme and folder structure
for both GIS and HEC-RAS files. As most GIS users are aware, file organization can be
one of the most critical as well as difficult parts of any GIS project. This is especially
true when one adds modeling program files on top of an already complicated list of
necessary DEM, TIl'l", and SHP files. HEC-RAS produces at least four of its own files to
represent the geometry (*.GOl), flow regime (*.FOl), project (*.PRJ), and plan of the
modeled river stretch (* .PO 1).
The modeler must also decide what digital data he will need and decide at what
resolution these data must be produced to meet the requirements for the modeling task at
hand. The analysis of how differing DEM resolutions will affect the floodplain model
outcome will be discussed in greater detail in the results chapter to help the reader make
this decision.
The most critical GIS data needed by the HEC-RAS model is a three dimensional
depiction of cross sections across the modeled channel. To obtain this infonnation, and
other necessary geographic infonnation, the following steps need to be followed to create
an exportable file of model relevant data.
Step one is to define the watershed to be modeled. This process can be done two
different ways. One way would be to trace the basin on a topographic map and then
transfer the map via digitization to a digital fonnat. In the past this is how our basins
were defined. As described earlier in this report our method of defining our basin and
sub-basins involved a process of filling of the raw DEM, creating a flow direction grid,
creating a flow accumulation grid, defining a stream channels based on a threshold grid
limit, and then using the WATERSHEDO function within ArcInfo to define a watershed
from a given pour point. One of the critical problems with this approach is that during
the filling process, areas that have been reworked by man, i.e. road crossings, the
procedure fills up the storage behind the road digitally and forces the stream out of its
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natural path. This creates stream breaks in places that don't make hydrologic sense, and
has been manually corrected for the purposes of this report (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Depiction of problem with stream channel delineation using filled DEMs.
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Once the watershed has been defined, a set of DEM tiles is mosaicked together
using an Avenue script called grid_mosaic.ave (Hsu, 2001), or by using the MOSAIC
command within ArcInfo. Once the DEMs have been mosaicked, the mosaicked DEM is
clipped using the grid_cliptopoly.ave script so just the DEM under the defined watershed
is shown (Plummer, 2001) (Figure 9) (Appendix A). If the GeoHMS process described
earlier in this paper is utilized the user could take the raw trimmed DEM from the basin
delineation process and use the grid here instead of repeating the clipping steps. It is
crucial to note that the raw trimmed DEM instead of the filled DEM needs to be used
here to allow for as much water storage area as possible along a given cross section .
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Figure 9: Raster grid clipped to pre-defined stream basin.
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After the watershed-specific DEM has been created, the modeler uses the 3D
Analyst extension in ArcView 3.2a to convert the DEM to a terrain triangular irregular
network (TIN) under the Theme pull-down menu (Figure 10). HEC-GeoRAS uses the
TIN as a form of digital terrain model (DTM) to get the elevational points along the cross
sections. The algorithm within ArcView uses a common form of triangulation calJed the
Delauney criterion (http://www.ems-i.com/gmsheJp/Module trIN Module/
Creating TINs.hrm). Within this process vertices are connected with a series of edges to
form a network of triangles. The criteria stipulates that no two vertices lie within the
interior of any of the circumcirc1es of the triangles in the network (Figure 11). In the
DEM to TIN conversion process the program also allows the user to define the z-value
tolerance for the TIN creation. This parameter specifies the vertical accuracy required of
the output TIN relative to its source grid, the DEM (Figure 12). The vertical accuracy
represents the amount the resulting TIN surface can differ in height, above or below
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every cell center in the input grid (ArcYiew Help). As I will describe later, the TIN ztolerance is a very important parameter in the whole linked floodplain modeling process.

Figure 10: Conversion of raster grid to TIN .
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Once the TIN has been created, the user creates a stream channel network, twodimensional cross-sections, stream bank, and flow path files (Figure 13). For this study
the stream centerline was created through the use of the CON() function described in the
Basin Delineation section. The GeoRAS extension expects the user to define the channel
through digitization, but allows the user to enter in a separate automated channel shape
file within the pre-RAS set up menu. The basin was kept the same for all four data sets.
For the purposes of the GHEC-I program the use of one data set for the definition of the
basin was sufficient, however for delineation of a stream channel this was not acceptable.
This is why a separate stream channel was defined separately for each of the three
different data sets. The stream centerline was not redefined for the resampled 33 ft
LIDAR data since the data are just lower resolution copies of the 1 ft LIDAR data. Since
the CONO function is based on contributing grids to create a streamline grid, and the data
are at differing OEM resolutions, the number of cells that needed to be exceeded for
stream creation varied for each of the three data sets used.
For the definition of the 1 ft OEM streamline the grid value was set at 3,000,000
(69 acres), for the 4 ft DEM streamline the grid value was 300,000 (110 acres), and for
the 33 ft USGS DEM streamline the grid value was 7,000 (175 acres). These values were
chosen by looking at the output, and changing the values until a visually acceptable result
was reached. The point here is that any definition of a finite channel network is entirely
scale dependent (Band, 1993).
As was stated earlier, the filling process sometimes creates problems at road
crossings and was seen in the definition of the stream channel. As see n in Figure 8, the
channel has preferentially chosen the road as its path, which we know not to be true since
there is a culvert through NM 501 at this location. This was corrected by using two f ot
contours created from the non-filled OEM to hand digitize the areas that were known
from on-the-ground visual inspection to be wrong. We have found that it is still
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necessary to carefully inspect all of the automation processes instead of always trusting
the processes.

Figure 13: Display showing pre-processing of necessary shapefiles.
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Two-dimensional cross sections can be made through two different methods, not
unlike the streamline delineation. The first and most common approach is to create the
cross sections through hand digitization. This requires the user to choose the Create XS
CutLines command from the preRAS drop down menu. With this command the user can
create cross sections by drawing perpendicular lines from the left overbank flowp ath to
the right overbank flowpath. The cross sections must be created from the left overbank to
the right overbank for the program to run properly. Depending on the desired distance
between the cross sections, the manual entering of cross sections can be quite time
consuming and tedious. This is why an automation process was investigated and used.
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A script was found that would place transect lines at a user defined interval and
length. The transect lines were created perpendicular to the stream centerline. Ideally,
the script would allow the user to make the cross sections perpendicular to both of the
user defined overbank flow paths as well as the thalweg. The script made these lines as
graphics files and thus the files needed to be converted into shape files. With some
programming help, the script was revised to do this (T. Riggs, LANL EES-IO, personal
communication, 2002).
The automation of the cross sections was not without its own set of problems.
Since the stream channel was created from a grid, the channel was made up of many
short straight lines at acute angles to each other. This means that the cross section might
not end up perpendicular to the general stream direction, but might end up perpendicular
to one particularly small jog in the channel (Figure 14). This issue led to cross sections
that intersected other cross sections, which is not allowed by the GeoRAS extension. The
cross-sections may also not be perpendicular to the overbank flowpaths, which will cause
an error in measuring distance along that portion of the channel. Since our overbank
flowpaths were defined from buffering the thalweg, and the cross sections were relatively
close together even at the lowest resolution, these errors were not considered to be
significant. With some manual manipulation these automated cross sections were edited
and used in this study. Even with the additional time to edit the outlying problem
transects, this method still saves time and effort.
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Figure 14: Cross section automation problem with angular stream channel.
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The next shapefile needed depicts the overbank extents of the channel being
modeled. After exporting the GIS data to the HEC-RAS model, the user can use the
points defined by the channel banks to change the Manning's n value for the overbanks.
Since most of the thalwegs in the model area are relatively consistent in width, buffe ring
the stream channel by three feet on either side of the channel was used to create the ban ks
file. The buffering of the stream channel creates a polygon that must be converted into a
polyline and clipped at the begin ning and ends to be used in the GeoRAS program. This
was accomplished through a script found on the ESRI web site called

ConvertPolygonToPolyLine.
After the stream banks have been defined, the user must define the flo wpath .
FJowpath in the stream follows the stream centerline, but when the water escapes the
banks the flowpath becomes more complicated . During floods the majority of th water
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will cut off meanders in the river when allowed to escape the confines of the banks thus
making different flowpaths for left and right overbanks. For simplicity sake however, the
flowpaths were defined in a very similar fashion to the stream banks, by buffering the
stream centerline by six feet for the right and left overbanks. The HEC-RAS model uses
the flowpath coverage to calculate flow distances between cross sections for the three
different overbank locations across the transect. The flow paths must also be defined
within the GeoRAS extension by telling the computer which is the left, right, and central
flowpaths. It is also very common to have cross sections that can occasionally cross one
of the flowpath lines twice in instances where the channel meanders greatly. These areas
need to be located and manually edited much in the same way the cross sections were
edited.
Both the two-dimensional channel network and the two-dimensional cross
sections are converted to a three-dimensional file for export out of the GIS program. This
process merges the two dimensional stream centerline and cross sectional coverages just
created with the land surface TIN. In addition, all of the files just created are entered into
the theme setup portion of the HEC-GeoRAS program (Figure 15). This setup box tells
the program what data to export from GeoRAS and what file it will export this
information to. Finally, the .GEO export file is created enabling the user to transfer the
data into the HEC-RAS program.
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Figure 15: Pre-RAS theme setup with geographic data input.
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4.2 HEC-RAS
With the peak flow rates defined by the GHEC-l model, the HEC-RAS model can
begin to work with the imported GIS data. HEC-RAS uses the standard step method to
solve the one-dimensional energy equation between fl ow cross sections (Equation 7).
First the user imports the .GEO file created in the pre-processing portion of HECGeoRAS into the geometric data portion of HEC-RAS (Figure 16). This imports all of
the spatial data created within the GIS program. This includes three-dimensional cross
sections, lengths of reaches between cross sections from flow path file, and bank
locations within the cross section. Editing some of the geographic data is req uired to
correct incorrect bank locations caused by errors in digitizing and interpolation during the
TIN creation. These errors can be substantial when the z-tolerance level is too low.

The energy equation used within HEC-RAS model is as follows:
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Where
Z=elevation cft),
Y=water depth (ft),
a=velocity coefficient,
V =velocity (ft/s),
g=gravitational acceleration (ft/s 2),
he =energy lost in the system

Figure 16: HEC-RAS geometric data window with import of .OEO file shown.
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Since there were no land use shapefiles for the pre-processing portion, the values
for Manning's n were manually entered for both channel and overbank locations.
Manning's n values of 0,045 were used for the channel and 0.08 for the overbanks.
Having banks that correspond with the bottom of the physical channel are important to
provide guidance for the program in locating the changes in n values. If the z-tolerance is
not high enough, the banks do not correspond well with the thalweg (Figure 17).
The modeler then enters the G-HECI calculated peak flows at the corresponding
critical points and sets the bounding conditions for the model to run. Using the normal
depth bounding conditions for this study, a 0.02 energy slope for all boundaries was
chosen for all boundaries not already bounded by a junction. This slope is approximated
using an approximate channel bottom slope at the end of our test reach. This gives the
model a starting slope to calculate the water surface elevation from using a normal-depth
calculation.
Then a flow plan was defined by choosing a subcritical, mixed, or supercritical
flow regime, conveyance calculations (between every coordinate point), fri ction slope
method (average friction slope method), calculation tolerances (Figure 18), critical depth
output, and multiple critical depth searches for computing critical depth. The flow
regime choice will be discussed further in the results portion of this paper.
Finally, the model is run and the results exported to an .SDF file for import back
into Arc View 3.2a (Figure 19).

Figure 17: Identical cross sections extracted with different z-tolerances.
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Figure 18: HEC-RAS calculation tolerance box.
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Figure 19: HEC-RAS export box.
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4.3 Post Processing:
Post-processing starts with the import of the .SDF file, created in HEC-RAS, into
ArcView 3.2a. The .SDF file is placed within the theme setup box from the post-RAS
dropdown menu in HEC-GeoRAS, and then the user performs the "read RAS GIS export
file" function. There are three other entries that are made in the theme setup, with the
most important parameter being the rasterization cell size (Figure 20). After completing
the theme setup, the modeler uses the RAS data to create a water surface TIN to use in
conjunction with the land surface TIN to create a floodplain map (Figure 21 & 22). The
importance of the rasterization cell size is seen here, since during the floodplain
delineation stage the program takes both the water and land surface TINs and rasterizes
them, takes the TIN back to a grid, at the user defined cell size. Once the TINs have been
converted to raster, the program can take the two files and subtract the two, and where
water surface minus land surface is positive there is water and where it is negative there
is land. Figure 23 shows a flow chart for the processing of data as described in the HECGeoRAS manual.
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Figure 20: GeoRAS postRAS theme setup showing Canon de Valle inputs.
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Figure 21: Example final floodp lain as depicted by the computer model.
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Figure 22: GeoRAS linked modeling flow chart (Ackennan, 1999).
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Chapter 5 Analysis and Discussion
There are a number of issues related to linking ArcView 3.2a and the USACE
HEC-RAS hydraulic modeling program. Many of these issues have been touched on in
previous chapters, but more discussion on a few critical issues is needed. There are three
critical items that a floodplain modeler must be aware of while using this form oflinked
GIS-hydraulic modeling system. The three issues that will be discussed here are
automation of the pre-processing of the GIS input, spacing of the cross sections, and the
need for better resolution DEM data.

5.1 Automation of Pre-Processing
The pre-processing of the GIS data for import into the hydraulic model can often
be a very tedious and time consuming endeavor. As the HEC-GeoRAS extension has the
process set up, the user must spend a great deal of time digitizing a stream centerline,
cross sections, flow paths, and bank locations. There has been much discussion within
our modeling group about trying to automate many of these procedures through both
existing as well as new scripts.
The first subject to be discussed is that oflanguage. Currently the HEC-GeoRAS
extension is only supported for ESRI's ArcView3.2a, which is being replaced with
ArcGIS 8.2. A HEC-GeoRAS extension designed to run on the new ArcGIS 8.2 has been
promised from the USACE and ESRI and is currently being worked on, but is still
probably six months from being completed (D. Djokic, ESRI staff, personal
communication 2002). The difference in these two GIS systems is the backbone on
which they run. ArcView 3.2a is based and run with an object oriented language called
Avenue, while the new ArcView 8.2 is based on Visual Basic. So many ask why put in a
great deal oftime programming in a language that will be obsolete shortly. Luckily many
of the automation processes we were interested in carrying out were already partly
scripted in Avenue, since that language has been used in the recent past.
Three of the four automation processes used were taken directly from the ESRI
web page and used without any alterations. These programs were Arc Macro Language
(AMLs) that did functions that could be carried out in ArcInfo through command line
functions. The three Avenue scripts used were "mosaicgrid", which mosaicked DEMs
together, "gridclip", which clipped the mosaicked grid to a given polygon, and
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"cvtplypl", which converted a polygon to a polyline for use in banks and flow path
coverages (appendix A).
The two shapefiles that took the longest to create and were the most critical to
producing a defendable floodplain map were the stream centerline and the cross sections.
The cross section, banks, and flowpaths depend greatly on how the stream centerline is
defined. This means that if one ofthe first steps is not done correctly, the user will end
up with a compounding problem as he goes along. As was explained earlier, the stream
centerline can be created through manipulation of the raw DEM. It would be helpful
however to have a program that would somehow allow the user to enter in culverts at
road crossings to force the channel to cross the road at that location instead of allowing
the computer to use the filled DEM solely as the basis tor flow direction. As it tumed out
this was not one of the more critical automation problems, so we just manually edited the
channel where necessary. This would be an area that could use additional work in the
future.
Cross sections are both the guts of this modeling process as well as the most time
consuming to make. This is where the automation efforts were spent. An A venue script
was found on the ESRI web page called createtransect that would allow the user
to create cross sections at a given spacing and length, but the cross sections were created
as graphics instead of as shapefiles. The original program also allowed the cross sections
to cross, which is not allowed in the GeoRAS program. The program was edited to create
shapefiles out of the cross sections and make the cross sections not cross (T. Riggs,
LANL EES-I 0, personal communication, 2002). Creating non-intersecting cross sections
was scripted by taking the point where they cross and bisecting the angle at that point and
running the two cross sections with 0.1 ft of spacing from that point. This was deemed to
not really be of much benefit so for the purposes of this report the crossing cross sections
were manually edited not to cross. Many of the cross sections did not need to cross and
only crossed because the stream centerline was created from a grid, which means that on
a small scale the channel jogs at acute angles. This could be corrected through a
smoothing of the channel, but would still be a problem at some given angle. Much
additional automation work could be completed, but it is probably wise to wait until the
new GeoRAS extension is released belare starting this endeavor.

Jl)

5.2 Cross Sectional Spacing
Cross sectional spacing is the most critical parameter for creating a defendable
continuous floodplain. For this study three different cross sectional scenarios were run.
All three scenarios can be seen in their entirety in the maps included in Appendix B.
Maps 200 a and b are upper and lower Canon de Valle with 200 foot cross sectional
spacing. Maps 100 a and b are upper and lower Canon de Valle with 100 foot cross
sectional spacing. Finally, maps 50 a and b are upper and lower Canon de Valle with 50
foot cross sectional spacing.
As can be seen in these maps, as the cross sectional spacing is reduced, or the
resolution of cross sections is increased, the continuity of the floodplain is improved
(Figure 23). The increase in floodplain continuity with added cross sections is one of the
main reasons that automation of the cross sectional creation is such a vital issue, as talked
about in the last section. As the cross sections become closer and loser together
however, there is the need for more manual editing because as the distance s between
them decrease the number of intersecting cross sections increase. Th increase in
floodpl ain continuity is independent of the starting DEM resolution and can be explained
through the linked GIS HEC-RAS process.

Figure 23: Floodplain continuity with changing cross sectional spacing.
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Many of the channels on and above the Pajarito Plateau contain a drop pool
characteristic where the slope of the channel bottom is not linearly consistent (Figure 24).

If for example, cross sections were placed every two hundred feet along the channel there
would usually by at least one steep drop within that distance. In other words, the channel
is not gradually varying in a linear fashion from one cross section to the next (Figure 25).
When the HEC-RAS model is run, the water depth is calculated for each of the individual
cross sections. The water surface is then linearly varied from one cross section to the
next without taking into account the land surface topography that is varying from one
cross section to the next. With the water surface being varied linearly and the land·
surface varying in a step manner as is encountered in reality there can be islands when the
two are merged and subtracted (Figure 24). This creates the discontinuities that are often
seen when the cross sections are spaced too far apart for a given area. One cannot say
that cross sections are needed every x number of feet, since x is dependent upon both
slope and how fast the slope is changing. There is probably a way of relating change in
slope with continuity, but this is probably a topic for another paper.

Figure 24: Reason for continuity breaks between cross sections.
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Figure 25: Canon De Valle stream channel bottom profile.
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5.2 Data (OEM) Resolution
Data resolution was one of the first things that came to my mind when looking at
how GIS and hydraulic models were linked together. Naturally one would expect the
higher resolution digital data to produce a more detailed and "accurate" map. My
hypothesis for this study was that a de crease in DEM resolution would produce a larger
floodplain as seen though topwidths. Having access to many differe nt digital data sets
here at LANL, this question seemed like a good one to study. As has been stated earlier,
there were four different data sets used in this study: I ft LIDAR DEM; 4 ft orthophoto
OEM; 33 ft USGS DEM; and a 33 ft resampled LIDAR DEM. One of the first problems
encountered when dealing with different data sets is to make sure all the data are properly
registered and lie over the top of one another. What was found was that the only two data
sets to match up were the 1 ft LIDAR and the 33 ft resampled LIDAR, since in reali ty
they both originally stemmed from the same raw data. This creates issues for doing sideby-side comparisons of individual cross sections because in reality the stream channel
does n't even line up so the cross sections will not line up either. In fact the differences
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between the 1 ft LIDAR stream channel and the 4 ft ortho stream channel were anywhere
from 0-60 ft and the difference between the 1 ft LIDAR and the 33 ft USGS stream
channel was consistently close to 200 ft (Figure 26). If the differences were consistently
offset on one side or the other, then the user could easily translate the data by that given
offset and the comparison would work, but the differences were not consistent. This
meant that none of the cross sections, created by using the stream channel as a template,
overlaid the cross sections created from another data set.

Figure 26: Display of horizontal errors between differing data sets.
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There could be a number of reasons for these spatial differences in data. As stated
by Dr. Goodchild, "It is impossible for two geographic data sets to fit pe,jectly,

if they

have two different origins" (Goodchild, 2002). This was part of thereason for

resampling one of the data sets down to a lower resolution to see if there was any
difference laterally. None was found. However, with this said, it still seems un likely that
the lateral changes seen in the data sets, could be attributed to actual geomorphic changes
over the time since the different data sets were collected. There is no hard evidence to
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say one way or another that the differences were or were not a ground-truthed reality, but
from visual inspections that cover both the 4 ft ortho data collection and the I ft LIDAR
data collection times it seems very unlikely.
Another issue of difficulty was that of getting the I ft LIDAR data in a form and
on a computer that would deal with the large volume of data needed to manipulate the
data set. This was accomplished by manipulating the data. First of all, most of the
processing of the LIDAR data, prior to the TIN creation, was done using a SUN
workstation with the use of Arclnfo. Neither my desktop nor my workstation, however
was able to fill or do flow accumulations on the LIDAR data stitched together to cover all
of Canon de Valle. This is why the DEM data were clipped by a five hundred foot buffer
polygon to get the data down to a workable size. In addition to the clipping of data, it
was also necessary to convert the LIDAR data to an integer state, since ArcInfo would
not deal with the data otherwise. This means that the z data was reduced to a 1 ft
accuracy, which can make a great deal of difference when one is dealing with a relatively
level cross section. Even with the reduced vertical accuracy the flow accumulation
process still took 24 hours of computing time and would not have run on my desk top,
which runs a 930 MHz Pentium with 512 MB Ram. These are important factors to look
at when choosing data resolution.
Using a differing TIN z-tolerance can also cause continuity issues. If the user
chooses a tolerance level that is too high, the three-dimensional cross section will not be
accurately portrayed and errors will occur in the final floodplain. This is why to isolate
the DEM resolution all of the z-tolerances were chosen to be 2 ft. The idea is to use the
lowest level of z-tolerance allowed by your computer.
When looking at each of the four different data resolution combinations of
floodplains in the three different cross sectional scenarios, it appears that the floodplain
looks slightly larger as the DEM resolution is decreased (Table 2). It would have been
nice to have exactly the same cross sections for comparing top widths and water depths,
but as was explained earlier this was not feasible. However, the cross sections for the 1 ft
LIDAR data and the 33 ft resampled LIDAR data are identical. As is seen in Table 2,
when comparing the high and low-resolution LIDAR data, consistently in all three of the
reaches studied, the floodplain is on average wider with a lower resolution data set.
Unfortunately, the trend is not as consistent when looking at the other two data sets.
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Table 2: Summary of top widths, water depth, Froude #, and channel slopes for differing
data and reaches.
COY_upper
1 ft Iidar Subcritical
1 ft Iidar S upercritical
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
count
419
419
count
3.96
0.0679
3.25
0.0679
42.42
49.92
average
1.65
1.05 average
0.0649
0.0649
46.24
3.18
39.42
1.64
median
3.87
1.05 median
0.0355
20.31
0.98
0.0355
19.21
0.41
std dev.
1.24
0.22 std dev.
1 ft Iidar Mixed Flow
4 ft LANL Sub critical
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
wtr dept (ft: channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
461
count
419
count
average
3.34
0.0679
3.37
0.0766
60.81
1.07
43.85
1.60 average
median
3.20
0.0649
3.02
0.0665
55.18
39.69
1.14
1.59 median
std dev.
1.06
0.0355
21.37
0.47 std dev.
1.50
0.0686
24.55
0.33
33 ft USGS Subcritical
33 ft resampled Lidar Subcritical
wtr dept (ft' channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
wtr dept (ft: channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
count
441
419
count
3.54
3.60
0.0778
57.73
1.03 average
0.0678
53.75
1.13
average
3.36
49.18
0.0700
0.0653
1.20
3.61
50.57
1.04 median
median
1.21
0.0479
23.15
0.32
std dev.
0.0591
24.91
0.28 std dev.
1.45
1 ft Iidar Subcritical
1 ft Iidar Supercritical
COV_midd
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
wtr dept (ft: channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
268
count
268
count
3.04
0.0356
35.50
1.30
0.0356
39.23
0.97 average
average
3.47
2.99
0.0333
32.98
1.23
3.44
0.0333
0.98 median
median
36.43
0.31
0.64
0.0241
12.98
0.0241
14.14
0.19 std dev
0.68
std dev
4 ft LANL Subcritical
1 ft Iidar Mixed Flow
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
wtr dept (ft: channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
260
count
268
count
0.93
0.0365
39.83
3.67
0.0356
37.34
1.14 average
average
3.28
0.97
3.59
0.0367
39.30
median
3.22
0.0333
33.87
1.08 median
0.22
0.0275
14.78
1.14
std dev
0.72
0.0241
14.29
0.35 std dev
33 ft resampled Lidar Sub critical
33 ft USGS Sub critical
wtr dept (ft: channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
250
count
268
count
0.95
0.0351
44.13
0.82 average
3.46
average
3.50
0.0365
46.93
1.01
43.37
3.28
0.0331
0.0274
median
45.88
0.93 median
3.40
0.33
0.0445
15.35
1.05
std dev
0.95
0.0421
11.74
0.33 std dev
1 ft lidar Subcritical
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
106
count
0.90
0.0317
31.09
average
3.66
0.0294
29.15
0.95
median
3.61
0.22
0.71
0.0442
8.85
std dev
1 ft lidar Mixed Flow
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp topwidth (ft) Froude #
105
count
1.08
3.49
0.0317
29.80
average
0.0294
27.29
1.01
3.51
median
9.15
0.42
0.0442
std dev
0.85
33 ft USGS Subcritical
wtr dept (ft: channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
count
97
0.0387
38.51
0.77
3.63
average
35.51
0.90
3.59
0.0251
median
10.65
0.0517
0.36
std dev
1.07

COV_low
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1 ft Iidar Supercritical
,,1r dept (ft: channel sip topwidth (ft) Froude #
count
105
1.29
3.15
0.0317
26.78
average
24.98
1.17
3.12
0.0294
median
0.37
0.0442
8.11
std dev
0.71
4 ft LANL Subcritical
wtr dept (it: channel sip top width (ft) Froude #
101
count
27.90
0.84
4.18
0.0363
average
0.93
26.38
3.97
0.0350
median
11.87
0.25
1.27
0.0324
std dev
33 ft resampled Lidar Subcritical
wtr dept (ft: channel sIp top width (ft) Froude #
106
count
0.82
38.38
0.0348
average
3.55
0.94
36.86
3.37
0.0344
median
0.39
10.47
0.0653
1.27
std dev

One question during this study was what kind of flow regime was associated with
the channel: subcritical, supercritical, or mixed flow. The measure, which determines
differing flow regime, is based on the Froude number. The Froude number is a measure
of the ratio of gravitational forces to inertial forces. In most natural channels the flow
can be considered to be subcritical, due to the slow velocities caused by friction and a
relatively low slope (Wanielista et aI., 1997). Using the subcritical flow regime the
modeler gets the most overall conservative floodplain footprint. This was important in
making the choice to model the floodplain for the RCRA permitting with the subcritical
flow regime.
Since the slopes in the upper part of the study reach were so high, it was
questionable whether or not the flow would approach critical velocity in this area. For
the permit purposes the model was run in the subcritical regime, but for the purposes of
this study the one-foot Lidar data set with 50 foot cross sectional spacing was run in all
three flow regimes. It is interesting to look at the differing averages for the Froude
number and see how it varies with the average slope ofthe channel. As can be seen in
Table 2, all three of the flow regime choices within the upper stretch ofthe stream have
Froude number averages over one. When one looks lower in elevation on the stream the
Froude number drops below the critical value of one for the subcritical run and has a
mixed flow Froude number closer to the subcritical run than the supercritical run leading
one to believe that flow in the lower reach is closer to being subcritical than supercritical.
In the end, the flow regime makes some difference in topwidth ofthe floodplain, but for

the purposes of defining a conservative floodplain and comparing differing data sets it is
most important to stay consistent with the flow regime method used.
Comparing the three different reaches, there are a number of things to notice.
First, as the average channel slope increases one would expect the topwidth ofthe
floodplain to decrease with everything else equaL This did not happen; in fact as the
slope of the channel increased so did the floodplain. This is probably due to the few
cross sections after NM 501 where the floodplain is broad due to a drop in slope in that
area. The drop in slope in that area however, did not bring down the average for the
upper portion of Canon De Valle. Secondly the standard deviation for the top widths
tends to increase with decreasing DEM resolution especially when comparing like data at
different resolutions like in the LIDAR cases. There are a few exceptions to this, mainly
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in the 4 ft LANL data. Although there is a noticeable difference when comparing like
data at differing resolutions, overall when comparing these two data sets the floodplain
topwidth does increase when decreasing the DEM resolution. It is near impossible to say
which one of these models are right or more correct since reproducing the design storm
and model parameters are unlikely to happen. If one were to rate the most important
variable for producing a floodplain, they would have to include DEM resolution but it
would not be at the top of the list. The most critical variable is probably cross sectional
spacing and how it relates to changing channel slope.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
The linked GIS-BEC modeling process is a step in the right direction, though
there are improvements that can still be made. Even when using closely spaced cross
sections and a high resolution DEM, the program still has a tendency to create a noncontinuous floodplain. These floodplains can be used as a starting point to help a
hydrologist assess the general extent of the floodplain. It is still critical however, for the
models to be reviewed and edited by a knowledgeable hydrologist/hydraulic engineer to
provide a defendable floodplain map.
DEM resolution was less critical to floodplain definition than was originally
anticipated. The most critical element seems to be the cross sectional spacing instead of
the DEM. Money spent on high resolution DEM data for floodplain analysis would be
better spent on limited field surveying time to benchmark the DEM in key locations such
as road crossings and areas that are relatively flat. It is critical to also note that this
process needs to be carried out by a competent hydrologistlhydraulic engineer and not a
GIS expert without any prior floodplain modeling experience.
Floodplain maps for LANL's permit were manually edited through digitization of
the floodplain using the modeled floodplain as a guide. This procedure has been called
hand smoothing of the floodplain, and is essentially a reality check on the GeoRAS
floodplain. Where there are breaks in the floodplain, a hand digitized floodplain has been
added in for continuity sake. This digitization process takes out both discontinuities as
well as extreme angularities within the floodplain. The BEC-GeoRAS manual even
claims, "Floodplain delineation results should be carefully examined. Spurious ponds

may be presented and should be deleted" (Ackerman, 1999). The model however, gives
the user a good idea ofthe scale ofthe flood and still saves surveying time and money. It
was estimated that the modeling process done on the Pajarito Plateau in the post-fire
setting would have taken close to three years to complete via the traditional process, and
we completed the process in close to six months.
In the coming months and years we will continue to utilize this process using the
four foot ortho DEMs to continue to update the floodplain maps as forest recovery
progresses. LANL, as well as the New Mexico State Environment Department, are
interested to know when the watersheds will be back to a pre-fire condition. This is a
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critical question for the decommissioning of the Pajarito Retention Structure as well as
for a data point of how well different post-fire remediation efforts worked. Many of the
basins studied will probably never return to a pre-fire condition, since much ofthe soil on
the south slopes has been completely washed away.
There are a number of areas that could be improved in this linked modeling
process such as eliminating the TIN creation process by using the raw DEMs, exporting
more HEC-RAS information into the GIS system, and automating some of the more
tedious processes. By eliminating the TIN and getting the topographic data directly from
the DEMs, the DEM resolution may become more of an issue in the floodplain boundary
than it currently is. Overall the linked modeling is a step in the right direction for
floodplain modeling, and there should be interesting advances to help this development in
the coming years.
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Appendix A (Automation Scripts)
Creation of Cross Sections
I

,

Name: View.CreateTransectLines (Version 1.0)

'Purpose: Create perpendicular transect (cross section) lines,as graphics, at a
,
specified an interval and length inputted by the user.
'Description: This script operates on a selected graphic polyline or a selected
,
polyline in an active theme (i.e. ifno graphics or theme polyline
features are selected, the program will quit). The user will be
prompted to enter a cross section interval and length. The script
will then compute and add the transection lines as graphics.
'Notes: - The script will only work on one polyline (graphic or theme feature) per
run.
- Although PointZ feature support is required (see below), this program
only creates 2-D features. No surface or other 3-D analysis is computed.
- If you wish to convert the transect line graphics to theme features, "cut
graphics", start editing the desired theme, and then "paste" them into the
theme.
- This script is intended to be executed by attaching it to a button in the
ViewGUI, and executing it on the 'Click' property.
'Topics: Views, Themes, Transect, Cross Section, Alignment, Profile, Stations

,

'Requirements: AV3.l or higher to handle 3-D features (i.e. PointZ features)

,

'Authors: Neal Banerjee, 10/2000
mrbangjee@hotmail.com
(note: portions of the script were taken and modified from the set of
4 scripts grouped as "Cross Sections Along ProfIle Line" written
by ESRI, located on script download site)
, Modified by Thomas Riggs 112002
,
Added the ability to make features from the graphics
And identify cross sections that overlab
,----------------------------------------------------------------------_ .. -------------

separation = 0.01
'Initial
'Get View
oView = av.GetActiveDoc
, Look to see if any selected graphics in view
theGraphics = oView.GetGraphics.GetSelected
the List = {}

'Creates a empty list, will add polylines to it

'Get stream polylines and add them to the List
1 ________ .. __________________________ .... __________ .... __________________________ .. ____ .. ___ _

'Checks for any selected graphics and will use those to process xsections
for each g in theGraphics
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theShape = g.GetShape
if (theShape.GetClass.lsSubclassOf(PolyLine) and
theShape.GetClass.lsSubclassOf(Polygon).Not) then
theList.Add( theShape)
end
end

'line continuation

'if there aren't any selected graphics, then check the active theme
if (theList.Count = 0) then
theThemes = oView.GetActiveThemes
thePrj = Prj.MakeNull
'for each active theme, should only be one, see what type it is
for each t in theThemes
if (t.Is(FTheme) then
theFTab = t.GetFTab
theClass=theFTab.GetShapeClass
'if it is a polygon or not a polyline the exit
if (theClass.IsSubclassOf(Polygon) or theClass.lsSubclassOf(PolyLine ).Not) then
Msgbox.Error("This script is for polyline features, only", "")
return nil
end
'if it is a polyline, then see if it has any features
if (theClass.IsSubclassOf(PolyLine) then
theSelection = theFTab.GetSelection
'no features
if (theSelection.Count = 0) then
Msgbox.Error("There are no polyline features selected","")
return nil
end
'features, then add a clone of each feature to a list
thePolyLine = PolyLine.MakeNull
for each rec in theSelection
if (theFTab.QueryShape(rec, thePrj, thePolyLine) then
theList.Add( thePolyLine. Clone)
end 'if
end 'for
end 'if
end 'if
end 'for
end 'if

'Input parameters

.------- ------- ------------------------------------- -----------

-

--- ---- - --------- ----

'get the first line (stream) from the list
thePolyLine = theList.Get(O)
inputOK = FALSE
while (inputOK.Not)
'calculate some defaults based on first polyline
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totalLength = thePolyLine.RetumLength
stepSize = totalLength / 25
csLength = stepSize * 1
'Use a msgbox to obtain the users input
labels = {"Interval", "Cross-section length"}
def= {"2", "10"}
'def = {stepSize.AsString, csLength.AsString}
outLst = MsgBox.MultiInput("Cross Section Parameters", "Cross-Section", labels, def)
'if the returned list doesn't have any of the users inputs (ie - user selects cancel) then exit
if (outLst.Count = 0) then
exit
end
'obtain the two user inputs from the list
stepSize = outLst.Get(O)
csLength = outLst. Get(l )
'make sure the inputs are numbers, else loop again (inputOK will equal False until the user inputs correct
info)
if «stepSize.IsNumber.Not) or (csLength.lsNumber.Not» then
MsgBox.Error("All inputs must be numeric","Cross-Section")
else
inputOK = TRUE
end
end
'make the inputs numbers (from strings)
stepSize = stepSize.AsNumber
csLength = csLength.AsNumber
'ask for a name for the ftab
'make a temp name
fnTemp = av.GetProject.GetFileName.ReturnDir.MakeTmp("cs_","shp")
'call a dialog to ask the user for a name for the ftab which will be a shapefile eventually
fnOutput = fileDialog.Put(fnTemp,"*.shp","New Cross Section File")
if (fnOutput = nil) then
'nothing selected or canceled
MsgBox.Error("A file name must be entered.","Cross-Section")
exit
end

'start a flab to put the xs into
,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'make temp flab with a temp name
'fnTemp = av.GetProject.GetFileName.RetumDir.MakeTmp("temp_","shp")
flabTempXS = ftab.MakeNew(fnOutput, PolyLine)
'add fields
f1 = Field.Make("ID" ,#FIELD _DECIMAL, 11 ,0)
f2 = Field.Make("Status",#FIELD_CHAR, 16,0)
D = Field.Make("Length",#FIELD_DECIMAL, 1 1,3)
flabTempXS.AddFields( {f1 ,f2,D}) , add the fields to the table
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'find the fields
shapeTempXSField = ftabTempXS.FindField(ttShape tt )
lDTempXSField = ftabTempXS.FindField(ttlDtt)
statusTempXSField = ftabTempXS.FindField(ttStatus tt )
lengthTempXSField = ftabTempXS.FindField(ttLengthtt)
, Start editing the xsect FTab
if (ftabTempXS.CanEdit) then
ftabTempXS.SetEditable(TRUE)
else
'exit
MsgBox.Error(ttFtab can not be edited.tt,"Cross-Sectiontt )
exit
end
'The Work - using the inputs and stream, create the cross sections

,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'calculate the step based on 100 percent (the total length of the stream)
totalLength = thePolyLine.RetumLength
percentStep = (stepSize / totalLength) * 100
'get all ofthe nodes of the stream
ptList = thePolyLine.AsList.Get(O)
'loop through the stream, stepping by percentStep
inx= 0
count = 0
for each step in percentStep .. I 00 by percentStep
'find a point where the cross section intersects the stream based on step size
csPt = thePolyLine.Along(step)@O
'find the stream node that is upstream from the cross section
'this is important to fmd the vector at which to create the 90 degree cross section
for each i in inx .. (ptList.Count-l)
queryPt = ptList.Get(i)
pos = thePolyLine.PointPosition( queryPt)
if (pos >= step) then
inx = i-I
break
end
end
'get the stream node that is directly upstream from the cross section
ptl = ptList.Get(inx)@O
addedVectors = FALSE
if (not addedVectors) then
'clone the stream node that is directly upstream
pt3 = ptl.Clone
'move that node based on the intersect point at which the cross section should cross the stream
pt3.PolarMove(csPt, 90,0,0)
'calculate a vector
vI = Vector.Difference(pt3, csPt)
'set the length of that vector equal to half of the cross section length
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'it already has the correct azimuth from the polarmove above
v I.SetIntensity( csLength * 0.5)
'the vector has the correct azimuth and length
'add it to the point where the cross section should exist
'this will make the left cross section point
'only works when the stream is made from upstream to downstream otherwise it makes the right point
pt3 = csPt + v 1.AsPointZ
'clone the left point for the right point
pt4 = pt3.Clone
'move the right point to correct location which is exactly 180 degress from the left point
'remember pt3 has the correct azimuth and length from the intersection point
pt4.PolarMove(csPt, 180,0,0)
end
'use the left and right point to make the cross section, then add it to a list
In = Line.Make(pt3,pt4)
'generate the new record for the polyLine
newRecNum = ftabTempXS.AddRecord
' create a new record and get a new record number
ftabTempXS.SetValue(shapeTempXSField, newRecNum. In.AsPolyLine) 'set the new shape
ftabTempXS.SetValue(IDTempXSField, newRecNum, count) 'set the new ID
ftabTempXS.SetValue(statusTempXSField, newRecNum. "ok") 'set the new status
ftabTempXS.SetValue(1engthTempXSField, newRecNum, In.RetumLength) 'set the new length
count = count + 1
end
, Initiate the dunnny objects
shapeXSectl = ftabTempXS.GetShapeClass.MakeNull
shapeXSect2 = ftabTempXS.GetShapeClass.MakeNull

, create a NULL XSect shape
, create a NULL XSect shape

'get ftab select
selTempXS = ftabTempXS.GetSelection
se1TempXS.SetAll
count = selTempXS.Count
idList = {}
for each xsect in selTempXS
idXSect = ftabTempXS.RetumValue(IDTempXSField, xsect)
idList.Add(idXSect)
end
idList. Sort(True)
csNewList = {}
for each id in idList
strQuery = "([ID] =" + id.AsString + ")"
selTempXS.SetAll
ftabTempXS.Query(strQuery, selTempXS, #VTAB_ SELTYPE_NEW)
selTempXS = ftabTempXS.GetSelection
shapeXSectl = ftabTempXS.Retum Value(shapeTempXSField,selTempXS.GetNextSet( -1»
ftabTempXS.SelectByPolyline(shapeXSect 1,#VT AB _ SELTYPE_NEW)
selTempXS = ftabTempXS.GetSelection
count = selTempXS.Count
count = count - 1
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if (count = 0) then
'itself- do nothing
elseif(count> 0) then
'identify cross section
'linel
strQuery = "([ID] = " + id.AsString + It)"
selTempXS.SetAlI
ftabTempXS.Query(strQuery, selTempXS, #VTAB _ SELTYPE_NEW)
selTempXS = ftabTempXS.GetSelection
ftabTempXS.SetValue(statusTempXSField, seITempXS.GetNextSet(-1), "intersect" + count.AsString)
, set the new status
else
'nothing
end
end

'cleanup

,

ftabTempXS.Flush
ftabTempXS.SetEditable(FALSE)
selTempXS.ClearAll

'add to view
thmXSect = FTheme.Make(ftabTempXS)
o View.AddTherne(thmXSect)
MsgBox.Info("Completed cross-sections.","Cross-Sections") 'display status

Conversion from Polygon to Polyline
'Name: View.ConvertPolygonToPolyLine

,

'Title: Converts polygons ill active theme to polylines

,

'Topics: GeoData

,

Description: Converts selected polygons to polylines to create a new
'shapefile. If no features are currently selected all polygons will
, be processed.
f

,

, Multi part shapes are not currently supported.

,

'Requires: a View must be the active document, a polygon theme must
be the active theme. Use the following as an update script:
I

I

'-Update script for control...
'-v = av.GetActiveDoc
'-t = v.GetActiveThemes.Get(O)
'-SELF.SetEnabled«t <> NIL) AND
'- (t.GetFTab.FindField("shape").GetType = #FIELD _ SHAPEPOL V»~

,

, Self:
, Returns:
theView = av.GetActiveDoc
thmThemeIn = theView.GetActiveThemes.Get(O)
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, Specify the output shapefile ...

,

fnDefault = FileName.Make("$HOME").MakeTmp("shape","shp")
fnOutput = FileDialog.Put( fnDefault, "* .shp", "Output Shape File" )
if (fnOutput = nil) then exit end
fnOutput.SetExtension("shp")
ftbOutput = FTab.MakeNew( fnOutput, POLYLINE)
ftbOutput.AddFields( {Fie1d.Make("ID", #FIELD_LONG, 8, O)} )
, Use selected shapes if there are any, otherwise iterate
, through the entire FTab ...

,

if (thrnThemeln.GetFTab.GetSelection.Count > 0) then
colToProcess = thrnThemeln.GetFTab.GetSelection
nRecs = colToProcess.Count
else
colToProcess = thrnThemeln.GetFTab
nRecs = colToProcess.GetNumRecords
end
nCount= 0
nRecsAdded = 0
fldShapeln = thmThemeln.GetFTab.FindField("shape")
fldShapeOut = ftbOutput.FindField("shape")
fldIDOut = ftbOutput.FindField("id")
for each r in colToProcess
nCount = nCount + 1
av.SetStatus«nCount / nRecs) * 100)
shpln = thrnThemeln.GetFTab.RetumValue(fldShapeln,r)
if (shpln.AsList.Count > 1) then
MsgBox.Warning("Unable to convert multi-part shape at record"++
nCount.AsString,"Convert Polyline to Polygon")
continue
end
shpNew = Polyline.Make( {shpln.AsList.Get(O)} )
nRecNew = ftbOutput.AddRecord
ftbOutput.SetValue( fldShapeOut,nRecNew,shpNew)
ftbOutput.SetValue( fldIDOut,nRecNew,nCount)
nRecsAdded = nRecsAdded + I
end
av. SetStatus(1 00)
if (nRecsAdded = 0) then
MsgBox.Error("Unable to convert polygons to polylines.",
"Convert Polygon to Polyline")
exit
else
MsgBox.Info(nRecsAdded.AsS tring++"shapes converted.",
"Convert Polyline to Polygon")
end
if (MsgBox.YesNo("Add shapefile as theme to a view?",
"Convert Polygon to Polyline", true).Not) then
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exit
end
Create a list of views and allow the user to choose which view to
add the new theme to ...
IstViews = {}
for each d in av.GetProject.GetDocs
if (d.Is(View)) then
IstViews.Add( d )
end
end
IstViews.Add("<New View>")
I
I

vweAddTo = MsgBox.ListAsString( IstViews,"Add Theme to:",
"Convert Polyline to Polygon" )
Get the specified view, make the theme, and add it...
if (vweAddTo <> nil) then
if (vweAddTo = "<New View>") then
vweAddTo = View.Make
vweAddTo.GetWin.Open
end
thmNew = FTheme.Make( ftbOutput)
vweAddTo.AddTheme( thrnNew )
vweAddTo.GetWin.Activate
end

I

Grid Mosaic Script
I

**************************************************************************************
**
I

Title: spatial.mosaicGRID

I

Subject: Program merage several GRID themes (Gtheme) of a view into a single theme

I
I

Name: Yuan Ming Hsu, GIS Analyst
Minnesota Department of Health
121 East 7th Place, Suite 230
St.Pau1, Minnesota 55164
TEL: 651.215.0737 FAX: 651.215.0979
yuanming.hsu@health.state.rnn.us

I
I

I Description: Mosaics multiple grid themes, making a smooth transition
'over overlapping areas.
I

I

Program is modified from ESRI ggmosaic.ave. New file name manager and theme selection
are add onto the original scripts.

I

Requires: Spatial Analyst

I

I

I

Self:

I

Returns:

I

FileName: ggmosaic.ave

I

GET THE ACTIVE THEMES
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theView = av.GetActiveDoc
tl = theView.GetThemes
FIND THE OUTPUT NAME FOR GRID

I

gridFN = av.GetProject.GetworkDir.MakeTmp("newgrd","")
gridFN = SourceManager.PutDataSet(GRID,"Output Grid:" ,gridFN, TRUE)
if (gridFN = NIL) then return NIL end
Get the list of GIRD theme in view

I

gl={}
for each gg in t1
if (gg.Is( Gtheme)) then
gI.Add(gg) I add only the GTheme into list gl
end
end
if (gl = NIL) then
MsgBox.error("No GRID Theme Present!", "No GRID")
return NIL
end
Select the GRID theme from list

I

glsele = {}
glsele = MsgBox.MultiListAsString(gl, "Select GRID themes to merage.", "Select GRID")
if (glsele = NIL) then
RetumNIL
end

ADD THE GRIDS OF ACTIVE THEMES TO A GRID LIST

I

gs = {}
x=O
for each gg in glsele
x=x+l
if (x > 1) then
gx = gg.GetGrid
gS.Add(gx)
end
end
I

Get the fist GRID and use it as seed

gy = glsele.Get(O).GetGrid
I
I

MOSAIC THE GRIDS IN THE GRID LIST AND SAVE THE RESULTING
GRID IN THE WORK DIRECTORY

av.GetProject.GetWorkDir.SetCwd
n_g = gy.Mosaic(gs)
n_g. SaveDataSet(gridFN)
ngt = GTheme.rnake(n_g)
I

Add the new GRID theme into view
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ToDo = MsgBox.YesNo("Add the New GIRD into view?","Add the new GRID theme", TRUE)
if (T oDo) then
the View.Addtheme(ngt)
end
'That is all, folks!

Grid Clip Script
'Describe how clipping will occur and allow cancellation
response=MsgBox.YesNo("The ACTIVE grid will be clipped to the chosen polygon theme.
Continue?", "Continue?" ,false)
if (response=nil) then exit end

'Get the active view and check if enough themes exist to perform operation
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 'Uses the active view
themeList = theView.getthemes
if (nil = themeList) then exit end
if (themeList.count < 2) then
rnsgbox.error("Need at least 2 themes in the View","Error")
exit
end

'Use the active grid theme
theGrid=the View. GetActive Themes. Get( 0). GetGrid

'Choose the polygon theme
polylist = list.make
for each atheme in theme1ist
if (atheme.canselect=true) then
if (atheme.getftab.findfield("Shape").gettype = #FIELD _SHAPEPOLY) then
polylist.add( atheme)
end
else
end
end
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thePolytheme = MsgBox.ChoiceAsString(polylist,"Which polygon theme is the clipping theme","Clipping
theme")
if (thePolytheme=Nil) then exit end
response=Msgbox.YesNo("Grid theme will be clipped to the selected features of the clipping theme. If
nothing is selected, the extent of all features in the clipping theme will be used.
Continue?", "Continue?" ,false)
if (response=false) then exit end

'Get bounds of clipping area as a rectangle
thePolyThmExtent = thePolyTheme.getselectedextent
if(thePolyThmExtent .IsEmpty) then thePolyThmExtent = thePolyTheme.ReturnExtent end

'Get parameters for the new grid
theFtab = thePolyTheme.GetFTab
theProj = theView.GetProjection
theCell = theGrid.GetCellSize
the Extent = theGrid.GetExtent

ae = theView.GetExtension(AnalysisEnvironment)
ae.SetExtent(#ANAL YSISENV_VALUE, thePolyThmExtent)
ae.SetCellSize(#ANALYSISENV_ VALUE, theCell)

, Activate the settings for the analysis envirnonment as returned
, by the above 3 lines of code.
ae.Activate

'the actual extraction occurs here
tempGrid = Grid.MakeFromFtab(theFtab,theProj,nil, {theCell,theExtent} )
newGrid

=

(tempGrid.IsNull).Con (tempGrid, the Grid)

, rename data set
aFN = av.GetProject.GetWorkDir.MakeTmp("gext", "")
newGrid.Rename( aFN)
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I

check if output is ok

if (newGrid.HasError) then return NIL end

create a theme

I

gridThm = theme.make(newGrid.GetSrcName)

I

set name of theme

gridThm.SetName("Extract from" + theGrid.GetName)

I

add theme to the specifiedView

the View.addTheme(gridThm)

I

Resets the analysis environment to the maximum of inputs (i.e. the default)

aRect = Nil
ae

= theView.GetExtension(AnalysisEnvironment)

ae.SetExtent(#ANALYSISENV_ MAXOF, aRect)
ae.SetCellSize(#ANALYSISENV_MAXOF, aRect)

gridThm.invalidate( true)
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Appendix B (Floodplain Maps)
Please refer to CD maps 200 a & b for different data resolution plots with 200 ft cross
sectional spacing.
Please refer to CD maps 100 a & b for different data resolution plots with 100 ft cross
sectional spacing.
Please refer to CD maps 50 a & b for different data resolution plots with 50 ft cross
sectional spacing.
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